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THE FUNDAMENTAL GROUP OF THE VON NEUMANN ALGEBRA
OF A FREE GROUP WITH INFINITELY MANY GENERATORS
IS lR+ \{O}
FLORIN RADULESCU

In this paper we show that the fundamental group !T of the von Neumann
algebra 2(Foo) of a free (noncommutative) group with infinitely many generators is lR+ \ {O}. This extends the result of Voiculescu who previously proved
[26,27] that Q+ \ {O} is contained in !T(2(Foo)). This solves a classical problem in the harmonic analysis of the free group F00. In particular, it follows
that there exists subfactors of 2(Foo) with index s for every s E [4, 00). We
will use the noncommutative (quantum) probabilistic approach introduced in
Voiculescu's paper.
Von Neumann algebras were introduced by Murray and von Neumann in
the early thirties to provide a framework for quantum physics. As formulated
by Heisenberg, quantization amounts to replacing the algebra of "observable"
functions on the phase space of a classical system by a noncommuting algebra
of infinite matrices, or more precisely, operators on a Hilbert space. By definition, a von Neumann algebra is a weakly closed, selfadjoint algebra of bounded
operators on a Hilbert space that contains the identity operator.
Where as any commutative von Neumann algebra is *-isomorphic to the
algebra of bounded functions on a measure space, the structure of the noncommutative algebras is much more subtle. The simplest noncommutative von
Neumann algebras are the n x n matrix algebras and the "hyperfinite algebras,"
i.e., the inductive limits of matrix algebras. Von Neumann algebras have provided a very powerful tool for studying noncommutative ergodic theory. More
recently, Vaughan Jones has shown [13, 14] that the study of inclusions of von
Neumann algebras naturally leads to new polynomial invariants for knot theory
and to solutions of the Yang Baxter equation.
Murray and von Neumann began by distinguishing three "type" classes for
von Neumann algebras. Restricting to factors (von Neumann algebras with trivial center) on a separable Hilbert space, the type In factors have a dimension
function on the projections (i.e., selfadjoint idempotents) which assumes the
values {O, 1 , ... , n} (n ~ 00). Type II 1 (resp., 11 00 ) algebras also have a
dimension function, which assumes the values in [0,1] (resp., [0,00]). Such
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continuous dimensions arise quite naturually in the theory of transversally elliptic operators for a foliation and in the theory of Wiener-Hopf operators with
almost periodic symbols [22, 2, 3]. Finally, the type III factors are characterized
by the fact that they have no dimension function [9, 1, 20].
Any algebra of type In is isomorphic to the algebra of operators on a Hilbert
space of dimension n. The simplest examples of III factors are provided by
infinite tensor products of matrix algebras and by the regular von Neumann
algebra completions of the group algebras of suitable discrete groups G. The
algebra of the ergodic relation associated with the holonomy group of a foliation
is often of type III. Owing to the work of Connes [7] and Haagerup [12], the
hyperfinite factors have been essentially classified, and, in particular, there is
only one hyperfinite III I factor.
Murray and von Neumann primarily focused their attention on type III factors. They proved that if G = F N ' the free group on 2 :::; N :::; 00 generators,
then the factor .2'(FN) is not hyperfinite. In order to distinguish other examples, they introduced an invariant they called the fundamental group !T(M) of
a III factor M. Letting M have the trace r (this is the linear extension of
the dimension function), they defined
!T(M) = {t > 0

13 projection p

EM, r(p) = t, pMp ~ M}.

We have, for example, that n EN belongs to !T(M) if and only if Mn(C) ~
M is isomorphic to M , and thus for dimension reasons the fundamental group
of M = Mn is trivial. On the other hand, for the hyperfinite III factor
M, !T(M) = lR+. It remained open whether or not !T(.2'(FN)) contained
values other 1 itself. Connes proved [5] that for rigid groups like SL(3, IE) the
fundamental group is countable (see also [18]).
Later it appeared that the fundamental group is also important for other
parts of the theory of Neumann algebras. Connes's analysis [6, 4] of the type
III factors showed that one can build a specific type lilt factor out of a number
t E (0, 1) which sits in the fundamental group !T(M) of a type III factor M
(see also [25]). For pairs of sub factors N c M Jones proved [13] the striking
result that the "dimension" of M as projective left module over N (the index of
N into M) takes a discrete and a continuous series of values: {4 cos 2 ~ , n =
3, 4, ... } u [4, 00) , each value leading to specific representations of the braid
group (with associated Markov traces). He also proved that given any number
t/(1- t) E !T(M) one constructs a subfactor of index t- I + (1 - t)-I , for any
III factor M (see also [18, 10, 11, 17, 29]).
The first breakthrough in the analysis of von Neumann algebras associated
with free groups was recently achieved by Voiculescu, who showed the occurrence of free algebras in concrete probabilistic situations. The starting point was
Wigner's idea (which, in fact, is much closer to Heisenberg's matricial mechanics) to view hamiltonians as matrices of very large size rather than infinite ones
as in von Neumann's approach [28]. Based on experimental data he observed
that the density of eigenvalues of random matrices tends to obey a semicircular
law (rather then a Gaussian law as expected).
Voiculescu introduced [26,27] a noncommutative (quantum) probability theory whose basic objects inherit the asymptotic properties of families of random
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matrices and showed that these objects are naturally isomorphic to the von Neumann algebras of free groups. Hence these last algebras are the natural frame
for noncommutative probability, playing the same role as commutative algebras
play in usual probability theory (i.e., bosonic case) and hyperfinite factors in the
anticommutative case (i.e., fermionic case). This led him to conclude [27] that
((1\ is contained in the fundamental group /T(£7(F(x')) of a free group with
infinitely many generators.
In this setting we proved that a noncommutative (quantum) probabilistic
free infinite family (X\ES is well behaved by reduction by p where p is
idempotent, i.e., that the reduced family (p X S p) sES can be continued to a
larger noncommutative probabilistic free family. This was in a certain sense a
missing step in the harmonic analysis of a free group F 00 and when translated
into von Neumann algebra terms this gives
Theorem. The fundamental group Y(£7(Foo)) of the type III factor £7(Foo)

of a free group with infinitely many generators is exactly the the nonnegative real
numbers lR+ \{O}.

This shows that £7(Foo) , which is a universal model for noncom mutative
relations and which, as shown before, is the best type III factor after the hyperfinite one, has the same behaviour as the hyperfinite one with respect to
the reduction operation. This suggests that the analysis and his consequences
carried out for the latter factor could also be done for £7(Foo)' As shown at
the beginning, the theorem provides new numbers as indices for subfactors in
£7(Foo) .
Corollary. For any s E [4, 00) there is a (nonirreducible) subfactor of £7(Foo)
of index s.

Moreover, using the theorem and by Connes's classification, one can construct
"wild" examples of type III factors with specific noncommutative properties:
Corollary. For every tin(O, 1) there exists a type lIlt factor with a core isomor-

phic to £7(Foo)0B(H).

Remark. If we replace in the construction before £7(F(0)0B(H) by
N = (£7(Foo)0B(H))0R
where R is the hyperfinite factor and take Q;,., y,p be the type III;,. factor
obtained as the cross product N)<le;o;
Z, then we obtain by [8] an infinite
A.
p
family of non-anti-isomorphic type III;,. factors, which in addition have the core
isomorphic to £7(F(0)0B(H)0R. Here H is an infinite-dimensional space,
y2 =J 1 , and 0p is the cyclic (of order p) outer automorphism of R that has
invariants p and y [4]. Moreover, e;,.,). E (0,1), is the automorphism of
£7 (F(0) 0 B (H) , scaling trace by )., given by our theorem.
¥YQ

1.

DEFINITIONS

Let H be a Hilbert space, B(H) the space of all bounded linear operators
acting on H. A weakly closed unital subalgebra M of B(H) is called a von
Neumann algebra. When we do not mention the underlying Hilbert space on
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which M acts, we will also say that M is a W* -algebra [21]. In this case
the weak topology on M comes from its predual M* [21]. An abelian von
Neumann subalgebra of M is called diffuse if it does not contain minimal
projections. As usual, if B is a W* -algebra and 1: is a subset of B, 1:" will
be the von Neumann subalgebra of B generated by 1: and 1 E B .
By .9(M) we denote the set of all projections p = p2 = p* in M, while by
'%(M) we denote the center of M. For a projection e in M we denote by
eMe or Me the reduced algebra which, regarded as acting on eH, is in fact a
von Neumann subalgebra of B(eH). If M is a finite factor (i.e., '%(M) = C
and there exists a normal finite faithful trace T on M with T( 1) = 1 ) then we
denote by M t the isomorphism class of eMe , when e is any projection in M
of trace t.
If t ~ 1 then we consider an infinite dimensional separable space H, and
endow B(H) with the usual faithful semifinite normal trace that takes value
1 when evaluated on projections of dimension 1. Let e be any projection in
M ® B(H) (equipped with the tensorial product traces r') and, in this case,
let M t be the isomorphism class of (M ® B(H))e. It is well known [9, 15, 24,
23] that this isomorphism class does not depend on the choices made in the
selection of the projection e. In particular, we obtain in this wayan equivalent
definition for the fundamental group of M:
!T(M) = {t > 0 I (3)0 E Aut(AJ®B(H)) ,

r' (O(x)

= tr' (x), x E AJ®B(H))}.

Here Aut(M) stands for the automorphism group of a W* - algebra M, while
the property of the automorphism 0, in the above formula, is called "scaling
trace by t" [6, 25].
If .91 is any W* - algebra then a matrix unit (w ij )7,j=1 in .91 is simply a copy
of Mn(C) inside .91 with the same unit, i.e., (w ij )7,j=1 are partial isometries
with wijw kl = 0jkwi/ (where 0kl denotes the Kronecker symbol). Usually
Mn(C) comes with a canonical matrix unit (e i)7,j=1 where eij is the matrix
whose only nonnull entry is the entry (i, j), which has value 1. Moreover,
Mn (C) has a canonical trace Tn which is normalized by Tn ( 1) = 1 .
Recall some definitions and facts from [26]. Let (A, (jJ) be a C* -algebra with
unit 1 equipped with a trace (jJ. A family of subalgebras 1 E Ai ~ A (i E I)
is called a free family of subalgebras if (jJ(a l a2 •.• an) = 0 whenever aj E Ai.
J
with i j =I- i j + 1 ' 1 ::; j ::; n - 1 , (jJ(a) = 0, j = 1, 2, ... , n. A family of subsets
(OJiEI is called free if the family of the subalgebras generated by the 0i and 1
is free, and a family (I;) iEI is free if the family U;} i is free. Moreover, a free
family (1;\ is called semicircular if I; are selfadjoint and if the distributions
of the 1;, i E I , are given by the semicircle law
(jJ(t) = 21n [lll(1- t 2 / / 2 dt,

k

E Il,

k

~ o.

It is called circular if the family {xJ i U {y J i is semicircular where fj =
+ iYj' j E I, is the decomposition of fj into real and imaginary parts.
A natural example of a free semicircular family is provided [26] by
(A. g; + (A.g)-I)iES ,where Fs is a nonabelian free group with generators (gS\ES.

Xj
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Moreover, the family (A gj ) I·ES is a free family (with respect to the usual trace
on Y(Foo))'
For any discrete group G, we denote by A = (Ag)gEG : G -+ B(l2(G)) the
regular left representation of G, i.e., (Agf)(h) = f(g-I h ), g, h E G, f E
L2(G). Moreover, Y(G) is the von Neumann algebra generated in B(L2(G))
by (Ag) gEG ' and if G has infinite conjugacy classes then Y( G) is a factor with
trace r given by r(Ag) = 0 for g # e and by r(Ae) = 1, e being the neutral
element in G. In particular, it follows that the von Neumann algebra generated
by an infinite free semicircular family (fJ iES is isomorphic to Y (F00)' To
observe that, one has to consider unitaries Fi that generate the same abelian
(diffuse) von Neumann algebra as 1;, for each i E S. It follows that the family
(F;\ES is also free and hence that the von Neumann algebra generated by them
is isomorphic to Y(Foo) (see [26]). By abuse of language we will continue to
call a family semicircular (and consequently circular) even if we assume that
21n is replaced in the defining formula by powers of a certain nonnull constant.
2.

OUTLINE OF THE PROOF

The main device in Voiculescu's (noncommutative) approach to the structure
of the von Neumann algebras of free groups was to obtain a different view
of a free semicircular family (XS)SES by considering it as subset of Mn(C) 0
B, where B is a W* -algebra containing an infinite free family. Namely [27,
Proposition 2.6], if WI = {g(i, j, s) I 1 :::; i, j :::; n, S E S} is a free circular
family in b, w 2 = {f(i, s) I 1 :::; n, S E S} is a free semicircular family in B,
WI U w 2 is free, and 1 E D ~ B is a commutative subalgebra, then letting
Xs=

L

Isi,jsn

(g(i,j,s)0e ij )+(g(i,j,s)*0ej J+

L

f(i,s)0e ii ,

SES

we obtain a free semicircular family (XS)SES ~ Mn(C)0B which is also free with
respect to the algebra Dn 0 D. Here (ei);,j=1 is the canonical matrix unit in
Mn (C) and D n is the diagonal algebra generated by {ell' ... , enn} . Using this,
Voiculescu was able to prove that in the reduced algebra (10ell){Xs}"(10ell)
one can find another free semicircular family. Suitably rephrased, this shows
that Y(Fk)(ljN) ~ Y(FkN 2_ N2+ 1) , and hence that Q ~ Y(Foo) [27, Theorem
3.2].
The first step towards the proof of this result was the remark [27, Lemma
3.1] that if (wi);,j=1 is a matrix unit in a W* algebra s( and L is a system
of generators for s( (i.e., L" = s( ) then a system of generators for the reduced
algebra W lIs( W II is

U

lSi ,jsn

WliLW jl '

If s( = {Xs}" ~ Mn(C) 0 B then fixing a E S, one can build a matrix
unit in s( by taking the unitaries coming out of the polar decomposition of
the elements g( 1 , j , a) , 2 :::; j :::; n. Since all the entries of the X/s were
free, it follows that by bringing them back on the (1,1) entry (in order to get a
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system of generators for the reduced algebra), one obtains another free family
of generators (with more generators). This last assertion follows from Lemma
2.5 in [27], which says that in a free family, replacing one element by the other
two elements coming out of its polar decomposition yields a free family.
As a first step towards passing from rational to real numbers, we first describe
explicitly the free generators of the reduced algebra 2'(Foo)(k/n) (which by
Voiculescu's theorem is isomorphic to 2'(F00) ), where 1 :::; k < n, n EN. We
prove in this way that if e = 10 ell + ... + 1 0 ekk ' then (with the notation as
before) the family (e(XS)e)SES can be continued to a larger free semicircular
family (~)tET ~ eSif e that generates the reduced algebra eSif e, where Sif =
{(XS)SES}" .

To prove that we use an obvious extension of the earlier mentioned lemma
[27, Lemma 3.1]: if (w i);,j=l ~ Sif is a matrix unit and ~ a system of generators, then to obtain a system of generators for the reduced algebra eSif e , one
has to include in a system of generators for eSif e (in addition to (Wi)~,j=l
and el:e), an element of the form wpiaw jq , for each i, j with i > k or
j > k and for each a E ~, where p, q :::; k and p, q depend on i, j ,
and a. Using this trick and by recombining the entries of the X S that were
brought back on the lower indexed entries (i, j), i, j :::; k , we get a family in
Mk(C) 0 B containing the reduced elements e(Xs)e, S E S, and whose entries
obey the freeness conditions that were assumed for the entries of the initial
family (again we have to use Lemma 2.5 in [27], which shows that by replacing,
in a circular family, an element by the two other elements coming from its polar decomposition, one obtains another free family). Moreover, by construction
{(~)tET' eA}" = eSif e .
Assume we want to show (by repeated use of the above procedure) that

whenever e is a projection in the algebra, with r(e) E lR \ Q+. To do this, we
choose one of the generators and construct in the abelian von Neumann algebra
A generated by it, a decreasing family of projections (en)nEl\! of rational trace
and with en ~ e .
As in Voiculescu's paper, the algebra A will be represented by the inductive
limit of the diagonal algebras of the matrix algebras that appear in the iterated
construction (this algebra will be free with respect to all others elements because
it may, at each step, be identified with the sub algebra D 0 Dn that appears in
the construction of the XS's as elements of Mn(C) 0 B .
We make repeated use of the procedure described above to obtain recursively
families (y/n+l)) tETn+1 in en+ 1Sif en+ 1 = en+ 1(enSif en)en+ 1 that together with the
corresponding reduced algebra Aen+1 generate the algebra en+1Sif en+ 1 . Moreover, we may assume that this new family also contains all the en+1Ysnen+ 1' S E
Tn+ 1 •

A natural guess would be that the free semicircular family obtained as the
increasing union of (e ~n e) tE T is (together with eAe ) a system of generators
for eSif e. Unfortunately thi; is not always true. We can make it true by a
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careful choice of the new family (~n+l)tET at each step; namely, by imposing
n+l
that for large values of i or j , the functions p, q take small values.
This means that at each step n, the family (~n)tET contains more and more
elements from the reduced algebra. Hence we have to modify the induction step
(the procedure of obtaining generators for the reduced algebra) by requiring that
given two other projections e+ ' e _ E A, with e+ ~ e ~ e _ , almost all pieces
(entries) of the (XS)SES ~ Mn(C) ® B that have the initial or the final space
under the projection 1 - e+ are moved in the procedure of construction of
generators of the reduced algebra (by a suitable choice of the functions p, q)
into entries sitting under the projection e_ .
In this way one can pass to the limit to obtain, given any free semicircular
family (XS)SES and any projection e sitting in an algebra A, which is free with
respect to {(XS)SES}'" another free semicircular family (~)tET that contains
the reduced pieces (eXSe)SES and is sufficiently big, i.e., it generates (together
with eAe) the reduced algebra e{(XS)SES' A}" e .
This last fact concerns, in fact, the harmonic analysis of a free group, and by
Voiculescu's theorem that describes the von Neumann algebra of a free group
with infinitely many generators as the von Neumann algebra generated by an
infinite semicircular family, we obtain that the reduced algebra (bye) is also
isomorphic to 2'(F00)' Since the trace of e was arbitrary and since the isomorphism class does not depend on the choice of the projection e (as long as it
has the same trace), it follows that the fundamental group of 2'(F00) is indeed
lR+ \ {O}.
3. PROOF OF THE RESULTS
The first lemma we prove is an extension of Lemma 3.1 in [27]. It shows how
to choose a suitable family of generators for a reduced algebra, given a family
of generators (containing a matrix unit) in the initial algebra.
Lemma 1. Let B be a (unital) W* -algebra, let ~ be a system of elements in
B, and let (w i)7,j=1 be a matrix unit in B. Assume that B is generated by ~

and (w i)7,j=I' as a von Neumann algebra. Let I ~ r < n be an integer and let
e 1 be the projection w l1 + ... + w rr '
Then for each choice of two functions p, q defined on {I, 2, ... , n} 2 x ~ with
values into {I, 2, ... , r}, a possible system of generators for the reduced W*algebra e1Be i is: (wi);,j=l u e1u 1 U ~l where el~el = {e10:e1 10: E~} and
~l

= {wp(k,l,n),ko:wl,q(k,l,n) 10: E~, 1 ~ k, I

~ n, k or I> r}.

Moreover whenever 0: is selfadjoint it is sufficient to consider in the set
only those k, I such that 1 ~ k ~ I ~ n, I > r .

~l

Proof. By density arguments ( and since el~el is contained between the specified generators of e1Be i ) it is sufficient to prove that all products P of the
form
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with ii' i2 , ... , i2n E {r + 1 , ... , n}, io' i2n +I E {I , 2, ... , r} , and a I ' ... ,
an E ~, are contained in the von Neumann algebra generated by the elements
specified in the statement. Denoting
Pj

= P(i2j-I'

i 2j ,

a)

qj

= q(i2j-I'

j = 1, ... , n

i 2j , a j ),

we have the following expression for P
P = w·

'O,PI

X

W

(w

. alw.

PI,'I

qn-l,Pn

(w.

'2' q l

Pn ,12n-l

)w

QI,P2

a w.
n

(w

'2n,qn

. a 2w.

P2"3

)w

'4,Q2

.

qn,12n+l

) ...

,

which shows that P is indeed a product of elements from the set (wj);,j=1 U~I .
This completes the proof.
Let M be a type III factor and A ~ M a diffuse abelian von Neumann
subalgebra. Let (Xs)SES be an infinite semicircular family, and assume that the
family (XS)SES is free with respect to A and that {(Xs)SES' A}" = M. Let
e be any projection in A. In the next lemma we construct a free semicircular
family, that includes the reduced part of the initial family (eXs e)SES ' and which
does for eMe and eAe the same task as does (XS)SES for M and A (i.e.,
(Y\ET is free with respect to eA and {(Y\ET' eA}" = eMe). In particular,
M and eMe are both isomorphic to £'(FocJ.
When extending this result to the case when e has irational trace, we will
also need that (yt)t has a supplementary property (property (iv) in the next
statement).
Lemma 2. Let (M, r) be a type III factor endowed with the normal trace r
and A an abelian diffuse von Neumann subalgebra. Assume that M is generated
(as a von Neumann algebra) by the infinite semicircular family (XS)SES and by
A and that (XS)SES is free with respect to A.
For any three distinct projections with rational trace e+, e_, e l in A that are
nontrivial (i.e., different from 0, 1) and satisfy e+ 2: e l 2: e_, there exists a
family (~)tET in elMe l (with S ~ T) such that the following properties hold
true
(i) (~)tET is a semicircular family that isfree with respect the reduced algebra
elAe l = eiA.
(ii) The von Neumann algebra generated in elMe l by (~)tET and Ae l is
elMe l itself
(iii) Ys = e l X S e l for sin S.
(iv) If f = (1 - e+) + e_ and B is the von Neumann algebra generated infMf
by (fX s f)sEs and fA, then e_Be_ is contained in the von Neumann algebra
generated by (e_ ~e_)tET and (e_)A.
Proof. Assume that the traces of e l ,e± have a common denominator n EN,
and let (gj)7=1 be a partition of the unity in A (Le., (g;)7=1 are orthogonal
projections of equal trace with sum 1), such that e l = gl + ... + gr' e± =
gl + ... + gr± ' where r, r± are integers such that r+ > r> r_ (which by taking
n large enough, we may assume also satisfy 1 < r_ < r+ < n ).
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We will use the unicity, up to trace preserving isomorphisms, of a free family
[27, Proposition 2.9] to give the following realization of (XS)SES and A.
Let (N, rp) be a W* -algebra endowed with the normal finite trace rp and
containing an infinite semicircular family, let Mn(C) be the matrix algebra with
the usual normalized trace, and let (e i )7,j=1 be the canonical matrix unit. Let
N ® Mn(C) be endowed with the canonical tensorial product trace. We will
identify M with a subalgebra of N ® Mn(C) by taking
X

S

= l)g(i,

n

j, s) ® eij

+ g(i , j, s)* ® eji) + L

i=1

i<j

where
(01

= {g(i , j, s)

I 1 ::; i < j

f(i , s) ® eii '

::; n, s

E

sES

S}

is a circular family in Nand
(02

= {f(i, s) I 1 ::; i ::; n, s

E

S}

is a semicircular family in N. Moreover, we assume that (01 u (02 is a free
family.
Finally we realize A as the von Neumann sub algebra of N ® Mn(C) , generated by the selfadjoint Z given by the expression
Z = L(a + k) ® ekk •
k

Here 0 ::; a ::; 1 is a positive element in N generating a diffuse abelian von
Neumann algebra and such that the family (01 U (02 U {a} is free.
In this way (using as we said before Proposition 2.9 of [27]) we realize M
as a subalgebra of N ® Mn «C). Moreover, we may perform this identification
such that gi = eii for 1 ::; i ::; n. As in the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [27], we
construct a matrix unit (w.I,]f 1,]=
. I in M as follows: let (J in S be fixed and
let
g(l, p, (J) ® elp = (v(l, p, (J) ® eIP )(b(l, p, (J) ® epp ) ,

2::;p::;n,

be the polar decomposition of (1 ® e ll )XS (1 ® epp ).
By Proposition 2.5 of [27], replacing in (01 the set {g( 1, p, (J) I 2 ::; p ::; n}
by
{v (1 , p , (J) ; b( 1 , p , (J) I 2 ::; p ::; n},
we obtain another free family, where v(l, p, (J) are unitaries in N. Let
v(l, 1, (J) = 1, v ij = (v(l, i, (J))*(v(l, j, (J)), w ij = vij®e ij , 1::; i,j::; n.
In this way we obtain a specific matrix unit (w i )7,j=1 ~ M.
We will apply Lemma 1 to M, the set of generators for M being the matrix
unit (w i)7,j=1 and the set
~=

(X\ES\U} U

{Z} U {b(l, p, (J) ®epp I p ~ 2}

I 2 ::; i < j
11 ::; i ::; n}.

U {g(i , j, (J) ® eij
U {f(i, (J) ® eii

::; n}
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Lemma 1 will allow us to set up a system of generators ~l for e1Me 1 • Moreover, by imposing certain conditions on the functions p, q (in the statement
of that lemma), we will be able to select these generators so that condition (iv)
is also fulfilled.
By the construction of (wi);,j=l' we have that (wi);,j=l is already contained in {( e1XU e1) U Ae I} Hence, by the Lemma 1, it remains to include in
~l ' for each a in ~ and for each entry wijawjj of a, with r < i or r < j,
an element of the form wpjaw jq , where p, q are functions of U, j, a) and
1/.

p,qs.r.

This means that in order to get a system of generators for the reduced algebra,
we are bringing back (by means of the unitaries in the matrix unit) all others
entries of the generators in ~, onto those entries that are indexed by numbers
within the set {I, 2, ... , r}. Moreover, whenever a is selfadjoint, we may
restrict ourselves to those entries of a with i S. j. Hence ~l must contain
(e1XSe1\ES U elA and the following sets of elements (in order to obtain a set
of generators for the von Neumann algebra e1Me i )
(1) {vpkg(k, I, s)v'q ® epq Is E S \ {a}, 1 S. k < 1 S. n, 1 > r},

(I') {vpkg(k, I, a)v'q ®epq 12 S. k < 1 S. n, 1 > r},
(2) {vp"f(l, s)v"q ® epq 11 S. 1 S. n, s E S},
(3)

{v(l,p,a)B(I,p,a)v(1,p,a)*®e11Ir<pS.n},

(4) {v (1 , p, a )D( v (1 , p, a)) * ® ell' I r < p} .

The first set (1) comes (via the procedure in Lemma 1) from the entries of
(XS)SES\{U} while (I') comes by the same procedure, from the remaining entries
of XU ,i.e., {g(i, j, a) ® ejj I 2 S. i S. j S. n}. Here we use the symbols p, q
instead of p(k, I, s) , q(k , I, s) .
The third set is collecting the entries of

{fU, s) ® eji I r < i S. n, s E S}
(moved back by the isometries in the matrix unit onto the entries indexed with
numbers in {I, ... , r}. Again we use the abreviation p, q for p(l, I, s),

q(l,I,s).

We impose the following condition on the functions p, q before (assumed
to take values within the set {I, 2, ... , r})
(x) p(k, I, s) = q(k, I, s) iff k = I, s E S;
(y) r+s.Is.nimpliesp(k,l,s), q(k,l,s)S.r_, SES;
(z) the function
(p, q): {(k, I)

11 s. k

s.1

S. n, I > r} x (S\ {a})

--+

{I s.P S. q S. r}

takes each value infinitely many times.
The first two conditions will be important when putting all the entries together
to obtain a family (Y/)/ET' whose entries behave like those of (XS)SES' The
last condition will be necessary when proving condition (iv) in the statement.
Out of the initial set ~, we have still to cover the elements of the form
b(l, p, a)®epp ' p > r. This means that we also have to include in ~1 elements
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that generate the same von Neumann algebra as
{v(I, p, O')b(I, p, O')v(I, p, 0')* ® ell I p =

j'

+ 1, ... , n}.

Letting B(I, p, 0'), P > r, be a semicircular element generating (in N) the
same algebra as b(I, p, 0') for each p > r, it follows that we have to include
in l:1 the elements in the set (3).
Finally we have to describe how to include, between the generators of the reduced algebra, the elements corresponding to Z. We may do this by including,
between the generators in l:1 ' the elements in the set
{v (1 , p, 0') (a + p)v (1 , p, 0') * ® ell I r < p :::; n}.

When we are interested only in the von Neumann algebra that is generated
by these elements, we may replace this set by the set in formula (4), where D
is a semicircular element that generates the same von Neumann algebra as a
(recall that by definition we had Z = E(a + p) ® epp ).
Since we applied the construction from Lemma 1 to all elements from l:, it
follows that the sets (1), (2), (3), (4), (eIXSel)SES' and elA form a family of
generators for elMe l (by Lemma 1).
The construction of the family (Yt)tET runs as follows: for tin S we take
Yt = elXse l , while for t E T\S we choose (~)tET\S £;; N x Mn(C) so that the
set of the diagonal entries of (~)tET\S is exactly the union of the sets (2), (3),
and (4). Moreover, the set of the elements beyond the diagonal in (~)tET\S
should coincide with set in (1). Finally we will impose the condition that (~)t
are all selfadjoint for all t in T. It is clear that the conditions (x), (y) that we
imposed on p, q allow us to carry out such a construction.
Since we included all elements from the sets (1), (2), (3), and (4) in the (~)t'
and by the construction, it follows that conditions (ii) and (iii) are satisfied
(using Lemma 1).
By Lemma 3 it follows that the entries of (~)tET' below or on the diagonal,
form a free family that is also free with respect to a; moreover, the entries on
the diagonal are semicircular and those below the diagonal are circular. Hence
by Proposition 2.8 of [27], it follows that condition (i) also holds true.
Finally condition (z) and the fact that in the sets (3), (4) we chose the partial
isometries so that the corresponding elements are mapped onto the (1,1) entry,
it follows by the same arguments as before that condition (iv) also holds. (We
have to use that (wi);,J=1 is already contained in the von Neumann algebra
generated by elXu e l and eIA.)
The following technical lemma was used in the proof of Lemma 2.

Lemma 3. Let (A, f{J) be a W* -algebra with normal faithful finite trace f{J. Let
w = (yS)SES £;; A be an infinite free family composed from circular elements for
s E Sc and semicircular for Sc (where S = Sc U Ss is a partion of S). Let
v I ' ... , VN' N 2: 1, be a free family of unitaries such that w U {v I ' ... , VN }
is free and f{J(v;) = 0 for all nonnull integers k. Let 0' in Ss be fixed and
for each s in S\{O'} choose v ps ' v qs ' v rs ' Vts in {vi' v 2 ' ••• , v N } U {I} and
Wi = vp Vq* ,w}" = vr v t* ,so that if s is in Ss then w}" = w; .
S

5S

S

55

S

S
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Then the family
{yU} U {Wi, ySWi)SES\{U} U { viyuv ;}7=1
is still free and is composed from circular and semicircular elements (Wi, yS Wi,
is semicircular if and only if yS is for each s -::j:. a ).
Proof. We will use the fact that in an arbitrary von Neumann algebra M with
finite normal faithful trace T, and for any y in M and any v, W unitaries in
M, the polar decomposition of vyw is (vuw)lvywl with Ivywi = w*lylw, if
the polar decomposition of y is ulyl. Recall that by Proposition 2.6 in [6], if y
is circular then {u, y} is free and u is a unitary such that T( uk) = 0 whenever
k -::j:. 0, while b = Iyl has the distribution given by formula (5) below.
For s in S let Ds be a unitary in A that generates the same algebra as IYsl
for s in Sc or, respectively, as ~ for s in Ss. Let Us denote the unitary from
the polar decomposition of ~ for s in Sc. By the proposition quoted before
the family
is free and hence so is the family

{Du} U {Wi, UsWi)SESc U {w;, DsWi)SES\{U} U {v; DuvJ 7=1·
Consequently the family in the statment is free. To conclude the proof we
have to use the fact that if u is a unitary with rp(u k ) = 0 for k E Z\{O} and
{u, b} is free, where b is positive with
(5)

rp(b k ) = (const)k

10 l(1- t 2)1/2dt,
1

then ub is circular (if the constant is nonzero). This ends the proof.
The next lemma extends, in a certain sense, the results from Lemma 2 to the
case of projections with irrational trace.
Lemma 4. Let (M, T) be a von Neumann algebra with a finite faithful trace
T and let (Xs)SES ~ M be a free semicircular family, which is also free with
respect to the abelian diffuse von Neumann subalgebra A ~ M. Assume also
that {(XS)SES U A}" = M. Let e be a projection in A of irrational trace, e a
strictly positive real number, and F a fixed finite set in e Me .
Then there exists a projection e l in M, e l 2: e, T(e l - e) ::; e, and a family
(Yt)tET in elMe l , with S ~ T, such that:
(i) (Yt)tET is semicircular and free with respect eiA.
(ii) The von Neumann algebra generated in elMe l by (Yt)tET and elA is
elMe l itself.
(iii) yS = elXse l for s in S.
(iv) F is e-contained in the von Neumann algebra generated in eMe by
(eyte)tET and eA.
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(The assertion about F means that for every f in F there is I in the algebra
eMe such that III - fib" = r«1 - f)(1 - f))'/2 is less than e.)
Proof. By usual continuity arguments, taking the linear span we may assume
that all elements of F are of the form
e. XSl e . XSz ... e. XSne.,
'0

'I

'n-I

'n

where s, ' ... , sn E Sand e j , ••• , e j are projections in A with e j , e j ::; e.
o
n O n
Since F is finite, it follows that there is a real number t5 > 0 such that
whenever e', f are projections in A with e' ::; e, r(e - e') < t5, r(1 - f) <
t5, the elements of the set Fj,e' (obtained by replacing everywhere in F the
(Xs) sES by (f X Sf) sES and replacing, in a product defining an element in F,
the first and the last projection e j , e j bye' e j , e' e j ) are at distance less than
o
nOn
e with respect to the corresponding elements in F (in the norm 11112 , given
byIIXII;,=r(X·X),XEM).
'
Let e+', e _ , e, be three distinct projections in A of rational trace, different
from 0, 1 such that e+ 2: e, 2: e 2: e_ and r(e+ - e_) < min(t5, e) (in
particular r(e, - e) < e). By Lemma 2 we obtain a semicircular family (Y\ET
which already has properties (i), (ii), (iii).
Taking f = (1 - e+) + e_ we have (by Lemma 2(iv)) that Fj,e_ is contained in the von Neumann algebra generated in e_Me_ by (e_yte_)tET and
(e_)A. Hence Fj,e is also contained in the von Neumann algebra generated
by (e_yte_)tET and eA. Taking into account the way we chose t5, we also
obtain that (Y\ET has property (iv). This completes the proof of the lemma.
We are now able to prove our theorem, which states that lR+ \ {O} is the
fundamental group of .5?(F00) , the von Neumann algebra of a free group with
infinitely many generators. In the course of the proof we will prove the behaviour of a semicircular family in a reduced algebra that we announced in the
introductory section.
Theorem. Let M = .5?(F00) be the von Neumann algebra ofa free group with infinitely many generators and let e be a nonnull projection in M. Then e.5?(Foo)e
is isomorphic to .5?(F00)' In particular, sr(.5?(F00)) = lR+ \ {O}.

To prove the theorem by [15] it is sufficient to consider, for each value of the
trace, a single projection. The unicity of the von Neumann algebra generated
by a free family [26] then shows that the Theorem is a consequence of the
Proposition. Let M = .5?(Fex,) be the von Neumann algebra of the free group
with infinitely many generators endowed with the canonical trace r. Assume
that M is generated by a free semicircular family (XS)SES and by the diffuse
abelian von Neumann algebra A. Moreover, assume that A is free with respect
to the family (XS)SES.
Let e be a nonnull projection in M. Then there is a free family (Y\ET in
e Me such that:
(a) (Y\ET is semicircular and free with respect eA.
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(b) The von Neumann algebra generated in eMe by (Y\ET and eA is
eMe itself.
(c) T contains Sand yS

= eXSe for s in S.

In particular, eM e is also isomorphic to the von Neumann algebra of a free
group with infinitely many generators.
Proof. If e has rational trace then we are already done by Lemma 2. If not, let
(en)nEN be a sequence of positive real numbers, decreasing to zero, such that
,(e) + en < 1 for n E N where eo = 1 . Let (Fn)nEN be an increasing family of

finite subsets of eMe such that

(Un~OFn)

"

= eMe.

By induction we construct a sequence of projections (en) nEN in A of rational
trace, decreasing to e, such that ,(en -e) < en (where eo = 1 ) and a free family
(Y~)tET in en Men , n E N u {O}, where S = To <; Tl ... <; Tn'" . Moreover,
we als; have that

Y~ = eXte

for t in S and for each n EN

(a') (Y~\ET is semicircular and free with respect enA.
(b') The von Neumann algebra generated in enMen by (Y~)tETn and enA,
is enMen itself.
(c') enYLle n = Y: for t in Tn-I'
(d') Fn is en -contained into the von Neumann algebra generated in e Me
by (eyte)tET and eA.
n

Assume that we succeded in constructing such a family, we may take T =
Un>o Tn and (~\ET = Un>o(eY:e)tET . It is clear by property (c') that this

fa~ily is well defined and m-oreover, si~ce (Y~)tETo = (X\ETo=S'

that property

(c) holds.

Property (b) is a consequence of (d') and of the fact that (Un>o Fn)" = eM e
and en 10.
Property (a) follows from (a') by taking the limit (we also have to use that
the second moment of the variables (Y:)tET is constantly equal to the second
moment of eXs e for any s in S, which is nonvanishing, since e is nonnull).
It remains to carry out the construction. Assume that we have realised the
construction up to stage n. We construct e n+l and (Y~+I)tET .
n+1
To do this we simply apply Lemma 4 to the von Neumann algebra enM en
that is generated (as a consequence of (b')) by (Y:)tET and enA (taking e =
e n+l and F = F n+l , the last one being regarded ';S a subset of eMe =
e(en+IMen+l)e) .

In this way we obtain a projection en + l (which is the e l given by the Lemma
4) and a family (Y~+I)tET
that satisfies (a'), (b'), (c'), (d'). This completes
n+1
the proof of the proposition and hence we also proved the theorem.
As we already mentioned in the introduction (by [13]), if M is an arbitrary
type III factor with trace, and if t is a real number in [0, 1] with the property
that there is a projection p E M with ,(p) = t and a von Neumann algebras
isomorphism 8: pMp --+ (1 - p)M(1 - p), then there exists a subfactor N of
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M, of index t- I + (1 - t)-I , given by N = {x + (}(x) I x E M}. Moreover,
N has nontrivial relative commutant. In particular, if t/(1 - t) E !T(M) , then
such an automorphism always exists by the definition of the fundamental group.
Hence our result implies the following
Corollary. For any s E [4, 00) there exists a subfactor (with nontrivial relative
commutant) of 5?(Foo) of index s.
In [3] Connes proved that any type IlIA. factor, with A E (0, 1), admits
a discrete decomposition as the cross product of a semifinite factor (N with
semifinite faithful normal trace.), by an automorphism () that scales the trace
• by A (i.e., that .((}(x)) = A.(X) , x EM. Moreover, in this case N, () are
unique ( up to conjugacy ) and N is called the core of M. Hence we have
Corollary. For any A in (0, 1) there exists a type IlIA. factor having a core
isomorphic to 5?(Foo)®B(H) .
As suggested to us by M. Takesaki, this last result could be used to improve
our main theorem if one could find an abstract characterization of a type III
factor having a core that is isomorphic to 5?(Foo)®B(H). One should then
construct, by taking the tensor product of the already constructed type III factors, another type IIII with a similar core. S. Popa and E. Effros also suggested
to us that such an abstract characterization of L(FN) should be possible, along
these lines.
NOTE ADDED IN PROOF

In a recent paper (to appear in C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris) we prove the existence
of a type III I factor with a core isomorphic to 5?(F00) ® B(H).
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